Stoichiometry
Chemical Composition and Mass Relationships in Chemical Reactions

Atomic Weights or Atomic Masses
Remember all atoms of the same element have the same mass
Example: Water
From experiments we know the formula of water is H2O 

The formula tells us that there are 2 atoms of hydrogen for each atom of oxygen.

When water is decomposed (Review decomposition) the resulting gases are hydrogen and oxygen 

The mass of the hydrogen produced is 1/8 the mass of the oxygen produced when water is decomposed


The ratio: 
			Masshydrogen   =       1
			Massoxygen               8

We also know that the number of hydrogens is 2.  A hydrogen must have at least 1 proton in the nucleus because of how atoms are separated from each other.  By definition 1 proton has a mass of 1 AMU so 2 atoms must have a mass of 2 AMU if each has one proton.
So:			Masshydrogen   =       2(1)   =   2
			Massoxygen               2(8)       16


Each hydrogen has a mass of 1 and the oxygen has a relative mass 16 times that of hydrogen


Molecular Masses
•	Term used to describe the mass obtained by adding up the individual masses of atoms that make up a molecule.  
•	Def: Molecular substance – a substance composed entirely of nonmetallic elements
•	Ex: CO2 (carbon dioxide)
•	1 carbon mass = 12; 2 oxygen mass = 16
				12 + 2*16 = 44
Formula Masses
•	Term used to describe the mass of an ionic compound, a compound composed of at least one metal and at least one nonmetal
•	Ex: NaCl (sodium chloride)
•	1 Na mass = 23; 1 Cl mass = 35.45
			23 + 35.45 = 58.45
Based on formula unit – the smallest unit that describes an ionic compound
The Mole
A counting unit just like a dozen except the value is enormously large
See papers on website concerning moles

Understanding the mole:
Recall that 2 hydrogen atoms react with 1 oxygen atom to produce a molecule of water. As a chemical equation:
		      H2(g) + 1/2O2(g)  H2O(l)

Cont.
The preceding chemical equation is very simple, with 2 atoms of H reacting with 1 atom of O.

It is possible for 20 atoms of H to react with 10 atoms of O or  20,000 atoms of H to react with 10,000 atoms of O or 2,000,000,000 atoms of H with 1,000,000,000 atoms of O or an even greater number. 

 Atoms and molecules are too small to weigh. If we were to work with masses, one could react 2 g of H with 16 g of oxygen to produce 18 g of water (Law of Conservation of Mass) but chemical reactions are written showing parts reacting with parts not mass with mass
		The reaction is:  H2(g) + ½ O2(g)  H2O(l) 
		and not            2 H(g) + 16 O(g)  18 H2O(l)
Cont.
Even though we know that 2 g of H reacts with 16 g of O to make 18 g of water, we also know that it is really the separate parts that react, not masses.  We know that the atoms of each element has a proportional mass to every other element.  
Avogadro’s Number
Since chemicals react part to part and not mass to mass, the masses that do react together must contain the appropriate number of parts to react.

Experimental evidence provides the number of parts in a mole of any substance

				6.022 x 1023  

So 2 g of H2(g) (each atom weighs 1 amu, 1 mole of atoms weighs 1 g) contains 6.022 x 1023 H2 molecules or 2*6.022 x 1023 atoms (H2 means 2 atoms bonded together as a molecule)
Molar mass vs atomic mass or molecular mass
•	Molar mass expressed in grams
•	The term molar  mass is used when working with moles
•	Atomic mass or molecular mass expressed in amu (atomic mass units)
•	The term atomic mass is used when working with atomic and molecular mass is used when working with molecules
Examples
Molar mass of
S = 32 g

Molar mass of 
KCl = 74.55 g
Atomic mass of
S = 32 amu

Formula mass of 
KCl = 74.55 amu


When to use Avogadro’s Number
•	When asked to convert moles to atoms or molecules, multiply the # of moles x Avogadro’s number
•	When asked to convert atoms or molecules to moles, divide the # of atoms or molecules by Avogadro’s number
•	When asked to determine the mass of a single atom or molecule of a substance, divide the molar mass by Avogadro’s number
Can you have more or less than 6.022 x 1023 parts?
½ mole of NaCl = ½ * 6.022 x 1023 formula units
				= 3.011 x 1023 formula units

3 ½ mole of CO2 = 3 ½ * 6.022 x 1023 molecules
				= 21.077 x 1023 molecules
				= 2.108 x 1024 molecules
Percent composition
Just as with any other numeric quantities, one can determine the percentage of each element in a substance if one knows the formula.
Ex: CaSO4 calcium sulfate (gypsum)
			mass Ca = 40
			mass S = 32
			mass O = 4*16 = 64
	Total mass = 40 + 32 + 64 = 136
		% Ca = (40/136)*100 = 29.41 %
		% S = (32/136)*100 = 23.53 %
Useful when determining how much of a desired substance can be obtained from a quantity of some substance that contains the desired substance
Determination of Empirical Formula(e)
Analysis of a sample of unknown substance gives the following:
Elements: Ca, C, O
Composition: 40% Ca, 12 % C, 48% O
Assume: 100 g of substance so
40% Ca in 100 g = 40 g Ca
40 g Ca * 1 mole Ca/40 g = 1 mole Ca
12% C in 100 g = 12 g C
12 g C * 1 mole C/12 g = 1 mole C
48% O in 100 g = 48 g O
48 g O * 1 mole O/16 g = 3 mole O

Formula: Ca1C1O3 = CaCO3

Mass Relationships in Chemical Reactions
•	Recall Law of Conservation of Matter
•	Recall that chemicals do not react mass for mass but rather part for part
•	Even though reactions are part for part, mass must be conserved
•	A chemical reaction tells us the number of moles (or atoms or molecules) of each reactant and the number of moles (or atoms or molecules) of each product
•	Knowing the number of moles and the masses, one can determine mass balances for reactions
Mass balance in a chemical reaction
Ex:
		Cu2S(s) + O2(g)  2Cu(m) + SO2(g)

From the above reaction we can see that 1 mole of Cu2S will produce 2 moles of Cu or that 159 g (1 molar mass) Cu2S will produce 127 g (2 molar masses) of Cu metal.


To determine the mass of Cu that can be produced from a different starting mass of Cu2S we can set up the following formula:

	      MassCu2S     *  1mole Cu2S * 2/1 * 63.5 g Cu  = MassCu
                                 159 g Cu2S             1 mole Cu

		The ratio 2/1 is the stoichiometric ratio of Cu to Cu2S as found 	from the reaction: 1Cu2S(s) + O2(g)  2Cu(m) + SO2(g)

     So for any mass of Cu2S, the resulting mass of Cu can be calculated	

By writing the chemical equation in reverse and redeveloping the Mass equation above, the amount of Cu2S that can be produced from any mass of Cu can be calculated.

